
ABSTRACT
Objective: To evaluate the reproducibility and the interobserver coefficient of concordance between the AO/Magerl and AOSpine classifica-

tions for thoracolumbar spine fractures. Methods: Retrospective study of radiographic data analysis. Data were collected from 31 radiographic 
studies of patients with thoracolumbar spine fracture and distributed to a team involving spinal surgeons and residents. The fractures were 
classified according to the AO/Magerl and AOSpine classifications. Statistical analysis was performed using the Cohen Kappa test to assess 
the coefficient of concordance. Results: The Kappa value for interobserver concordance of AO/Magerl classification was κ = 0.70 and standard 
deviation was 0.16. For the AOSpine classification, we observed κ = 0.76, both with significance level α = 0.05 and P<0.001. Conclusions: 
We conclude that the interobserver concordance of the new AOSpine classification is similar to the AO/Magerl classification. This conclusion 
reinforces the reproducibility of the new AOSpine classification. Level of evidence: IV,Type of Study: Case series.
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RESUMO
Objetivo: Avaliar a reprodutibilidade e a força de concordância interobservador entre as classificações AO/Magerl AOSpine para fraturas 

da coluna toracolombar. Materiais e Métodos: Estudo retrospectivo de análise de dados radiográficos. Foram levantados dados de 31 estudos 
radiográficos de pacientes com fratura da coluna toracolombar e distribuídos para uma equipe envolvendo cirurgiões de coluna vertebral e 
residentes. As fraturas foram classificadas segundo as classificações AO/Magerl AOSpine. A análise estatística foi realizada utilizando o teste de 
Cohen Kappa para a avaliação da força de concordância. Resultados: O valor de Kappa para concordância interobservador da classificação 
AO/Magerl foi de κ=0,70 e desvio padrão 0,16. Para a classificação AOSpine se observou κ=0,76, ambos com nível de significância α=0,05 
e P<0,001. Conclusão: Concluímos que a concordância interobservador da nova classificação AOSpine é semelhante à classificação AO/
Magerl. Tal conclusão reforça a reprodutibilidade da nova classificação AOSpine. Nível de evidência: IV,Tipo de Estudo: Série de casos.

Descritores: Coluna vertebral; Fraturas da coluna vertebral; Traumatismos da coluna vertebral.

RESUMEN
Objetivo: Evaluar la reproducibilidad y el coeficiente de concordancia interobservador entre las clasificaciones AO/Magerl y AOSpine 

para fracturas de la columna toracolumbar. Métodos: Estudio retrospectivo de análisis de datos radiográficos. Se colectaron datos de 31 
estudios radiográficos de pacientes con fractura de la columna toracolumbar que fueron distribuidos a un equipo que involucró a cirujanos de 
columna vertebral y residentes. Las fracturas se clasificaron de acuerdo a las clasificaciones AO/Magerl y AOSpine. El análisis estadístico se 
realizó mediante la prueba Kappa de Cohen para evaluar el coeficiente de concordancia. Resultados: El valor de Kappa para concordancia 
interobservador de la clasificación AO/Magerl fue κ = 0,70 y desviación estándar de 0,16. Para la clasificación AOSpine se observó κ = 
0,76, ambos con nivel de significación α = 0,05 y P < 0,001. Conclusiones: Concluimos que la concordancia interobservador de la nueva 
clasificación AOSpine es similar a la clasificación AO/Magerl. Esta conclusión refuerza la reproducibilidad de la nueva clasificación AOSpine. 
Nivel de evidencia: IV, Tipo de estudo: Serie de casos.

Descriptores: Columna vertebral; Fracturas de la columna vertebral; Traumatismos vertebrales. 
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INTRODUCTION
An ideal system for the classification of thoracolumbar spine 

fractures should guide treatment according to the natural history of 
the injuries, in addition to facilitating scientific academic communi-
cation. The classification should also be comprehensive, intuitive, 
and of simple reproducibility. Currently, no classification system fully 
satisfies these criteria.1

Thoracolumbar spine fracture classification systems are con-
sidered necessary tools in the diagnosis, staging, selecting the 
treatment protocol, and defining the expected outcome of the different 
treatment options.

Thoracolumbar spine injuries present an even greater challenge 
to the development of a comprehensive classification system due 
to the involvement of soft tissue structures, as well as to the different 
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fracture patterns of the bones involved. Thoracolumbar spine fractures, 
therefore, are a diverse category of injuries to a complex structure with 
different susceptibility to lesions and different healing potentials.1-5

Many spine fracture classifications have been developed since 
1949, each one with its own characteristics that consider stability, the 
trauma mechanism, neurological and ligament lesions, the concept 
of spines, and the morphology of bone lesions, with the goal of 
better understanding the complex presentation of each fracture and 
to standardize the treatment protocol of professionals.3 Despite the 
development of numerous classifications, few were validated prior 
to being promoted and accepted by medical society.4

Several thoracolumbar spine fracture classifications based on 
different criteria were developed and the influence of propaedeutic pro-
gress and development of techniques to treat these injuries is evident.

Böhler et al. published a classification that differentiated 
thoracolumbar spine fractures from a morphological and pathogenic 
perspective.6 The fractures were divided into five different types and their 
respective subdivisions based on radiographic information. The descrip-
tions of the fractures covered most of the types of fracture that can occur, 
many of which were represented in more recent classification systems.

Nicoll used morphological criteria and classified fractures into 
four types: ventral wedging, lateral wedging, fracture-luxation, and 
isolated arc fractures.7 Fracture stability was related to the integrity 
of the interspinous ligament and to whether the rotation force, acting 
on the spine, would produce unstable lesions. 

Holdsworth described a two-spine model: anterior (vertebral 
body, intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments) 
and posterior (facet joints and facet joint capsule, interspinous and 
supraspinous ligaments, and yellow ligament), recognizing the im-
portance of the posterior ligament complex acting as a tension band 
in the stabilization of the vertebral segment.8

Louis introduced a system using three spines (one anterior and 
two posterior), drawing an analogy between the vertebral segment 
and a three-legged chair. The anterior spine was made up of the 
body and the intervertebral disc, and the posterior spine of the facet 
joints and the joint processes. The lamina and the pedicles provided 
additional stability for the spines in this model.9

In 1994, a classification system was proposed by the AO group 
(Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Osteosynthesefragen) resulting from a review 
of 1445 patients over a period of 10 years.2 This plan considered the 
morphological aspect in radiographs (including the extent of soft tissue 
involvement), the injury mechanisms, and the progressive severity of the 
injury. Three main injury types are defined by common morphological 
characteristics and a common force. The type of classification (A, B, 
C) depends primarily on the mechanical integrity of the posterior spine.

An intact posterior spine differentiates type A lesions from the 
more serious types B and C. Although some studies emphasize that 
evidence of transverse plane soft tissue involvement is a determinant 
in the classification of type level, the integrity of the posterior spine 
was deduced indirectly from radiography and computed tomography 
in the original series. Magnetic resonance was able to detect ligament 
injuries associated with fractures of the thoracic and lumbar spines 
in experimental and clinical studies.10-13 It has been suggested that 
future classifications should include magnetic resonance to better 
assess findings of soft tissue lesions.14-15

In 2005, a new classification system, known as the Thoracolumbar 
Injury Classification and Severity Score (TLICS/TLISS),6 was introduced 
by Vaccaro et al. following a review of 127 cases of thoracolumbar 
fractures by 40 experienced surgeons from 15 different institutions. 
This system is mainly based on three variables (morphology of the 
fracture, integrity of the posterior ligament complex, and the neu-
rological profile) divided into subgroups which are awarded points 
according to the impairment of each of these variables. The treatment 
indication is influenced and guided by the sum of the points.

Like the AO group classification, the morphological analysis of 
the fracture is subclassified into three different types according to the 
main trauma mechanism and the radiological aspect of the injury: 
compression, rotation-translation, and distraction.

Although the AO/Magerl and the thoracolumbar lesion (TLICS) 
classifications are known systems for describing thoracolumbar 

fractures, neither of them has achieved universal adoption. This lack of 
consensus limits communication among clinics and researchers, the 
study of these lesions, and the development of treatment algorithms.

The AOSpine Trauma Knowledge Forum, an international group 
of academic spine surgeons, was charged with developing and vali-
dating a classification system that incorporates both the morphology 
of the fracture and the relevant clinical factors for making a surgical 
decision with the presence of neurological deficits. The objective of 
this effort was to develop a widely-accepted, comprehensive, and 
simple classification system, with intra- and interobserver reliability, 
acceptable for clinical and research use.16

To this end, Vaccaro et al. prepared a system with three basic 
morphological injury types, similar to the AO/Magerl system, that 
indicates the increasing severity of the lesion, incorporates features 
of the last two classification systems (AO/Magerl and TLCIS), takes 
the neurological status into account, and offers specific modifiers 
that contribute towards making a decision.

The objective of this study was to assess reproducibility and the 
strength of interobserver agreement between the Arbeitsgemeinschaft 
für Osteosyntesefragen (AO/Magerl) and AOSpine Thoracolumbar Spine 
Injury Classification System (AOSpine) for thoracolumbar fractures.

METHODS
This was a retrospective study that evaluated imaging exams, 

approved by the Institutional Review Board as protocol number 
022704/2016. The ICF was not required because this was only an 
analysis of images archived in our service.

A description of the morphological types and subtypes of the 
AO/Magerl and AOSpine classifications was presented to the study 
participants, including the original publications, graphic represen-
tations and drawings, in addition to radiographic image examples. 

A total of 31 patients attended at the Spine Service of the IOT/Vitória 
Apart Hospital and diagnosed with thoracolumbar spine fractures had 
their high-quality digital radiographs archived and distributed among 
three spine specialists and two spine residents. The selected images 
comprised all degrees of injuries. The inclusion criteria were 1) adult 
patients with a history of thoracolumbar spine fracture, 2) absence of 
systemic comorbidities, 3) absence of pathological or osteoporotic 
fractures or fractures resulting from firearm projectiles. The exclusion 
criteria were 1) poor radiographic conditions for analysis and correct 
measurement of the vertebral parameters, 2) isolated fractures of the 
transverse and spinous processes.

The unidentified patient material was sent to the evaluators 
in random folders containing the anteroposterior and lateral view 
radiographs of the thoracolumbar spine for each clinical case. The 
neurological profile from the preoperative evaluation was included for 
each case and was the only data provided. A simple questionnaire 
for the evaluators to classify each clinical case using the AO/Magerl 
and AOSpine criteria was also sent.

The responses were sent to the investigator, who evaluated the 
interobserver concordance of the AO/Magerl and AOSpine systems. 

The AO/Magerl interobserver concordance was performed for the 
three types (A, B, and C), the nine groups (A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, 
C2, C3), as well as for the 25 subgroups (A1.1, A1.2, A1.3, A2.1, etc.).

The interobserver concordance of the AOSpine classification was 
performed for the three types (A, B, and C) and eight groups (A1, 
A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3, and C).

The characterization of the observers’ classifications of the 
thoracolumbar fractures (AO/Magerl and AOSpine) was performed 
using frequency observed (Figures 1 and 2). To determine the 
interobserver concordance, we used the Cohen Kappa (κ) measu-
rements: minimum, maximum, and measures of central tendency 
and variability (Figure 3). The Landis and Koch parameters were 
used for the evaluation of the degree of this measurement in which 
values less than 0.39 are considered to be poor concordance, 
from 0.40 to 0.59 moderate, 0.60 to 0.79 substantial, and 0.80 or 
greater to be perfect concordance.17 The estimated gross measure 
of association was calculated with a confidence interval (CI) of 95% 
and a significance level of 0.05.
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RESULTS
The most observed AO/Magerl classification thoracolumbar fracture 

group was A1.2 (24.73%), followed by A1.1 (11.83%) and A2.2 (9.62%). For 
the AOSpine classification, A1 (39.78%) was the most frequently occurring 
group, followed by A2 (19.35%), and by A3 and C (9.68%) (Table 1).

The interobserver concordance Kappa values of the AO/Magerl clas-
sification were minimum 0.59, maximum 0.88, median 0.62, mean 0.70, 
and standard deviation 0.16. For the AOSpine classification, we observed 
minimum 0.68, maximum 0.85, median 0.75, mean 0.76, and standard 
deviation 0.09, with a significance level of α=0.05 and P<0.001 (Table 2).

The interobserver concordance obtained for the AO/Magerl and 
AOSpine classifications are described in Table 3 and Figure 4.

DISCUSSION
An ideal classification system presents an objective and communi-

cable categorization of the object of the study. In addition to prognostic 
factors, it should provide a guide for the proper handling of those 
submitted to the proposed treatment. To date, few classification 
systems include characteristics that help the attending physician to 
define the best treatment option for the injury.

A study to evaluate the reproducibility of the Denis classification 
reported an interobserver concordance of κ= 0.71.18

The AO/Magerl system, introduced in 1994, is the most often 
used classification system because it is more inclusive than previous 
classifications and because of its higher degree of correlation with the 
greater risk of neurological damage, as well as because of the greater 
chance of the failure of conservative treatment. The same previously 
mentioned study reported an interobserver concordance of κ=0.48.18 
Our study observed an interobserver concordance of κ=0.70.

Figure 1. Characterization of the AO Magerl classification.

Figure 2. Characterization of the AO Spine classification.

Figure 3. Characterization of the Kappa statistic values in the AO Magerl and 
AO Spine classifications of thoracolumbar spine fractures.

Table 1. Characterization of the MAGERL and AO spine classifications of 
thoracolumbar spine fractures.

Subtype n %

AO Magerl

A1.1 11 11.83
A1.2 23 24.73
A1.3 6 6.45
A2.1 3 3.23
A2.2 9 9.68
A2.3 3 3.23
A3.1 8 8.60
A3.2 4 4.30
A3.3 6 6.45
B1.2 3 3.23
B2.1 2 2.15
B2.2 1 1.08
B2.3 3 3.23
C2.1 3 3.23
C2.2 3 3.23
C3.1 2 2.15
C3.2 1 1.08
SC* 2 2.15

AO Spine

A0 3 3.23
A1 37 39.78
A2 18 19.35
A3 9 9.68
A4 8 8.60
B1 4 4.30
B2 2 2.15
C 9 9.68

B2 + A1 3 3.23
*Unclassified. Source: Vitória Apart Hotel, Institute of Orthopedics and Traumatology, Spine Service.

Table 2. Characterization of the kappa statistic values in the ao magerl and 
ao spine thoracolumbar spine fracture classifications.

AO Magerl* AO Spine*
Minimum 0.59 0.68
Maximum 0.88 0.85

Median 0.62 0.75
Mean 0.70 0.76

Standard deviation 0.16 0.09
*Kappa coefficient values.

Table 3. Interobserver concordance of the ao magerl and ao spine classifications.
Examiner Kappa* n (%)**

AO Magerl

A x B 0.59 21/31 (67.74)
A x C 0.62 22/31 (70.97)
B x C 0.88 28/31 (90.32)
Mean 0.70 23.7/31 (76.34)

AO Spine

A x B 0.68 22/31 (70.97)
A x C 0.75 24/31 (77.42)
B x C 0.85 27/31 (87.10)
Mean 0.76 24.3/31 (78.49)

*Significance level of 5% and p value < 0.001 in all cases; ** Interobserver concordance. Source: 
Vitória Apart Hotel, Orthopedics and Traumatology Institute, Spine Service.
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Vaccaro et al. observed slight interobserver concordance among 
five evaluators using the TLISS (Thoracolumbar Injury Severity Score) 
system.19 The interobserver concordance of the TLICS/TLISS classi-
fications ranges from slight to moderate in most studies.20-21

As regards thoracolumbar fractures, several publications show 
the progressive evolution of the classification. On the other hand, 
they challenge the application of the new method in the scientific 
community to the disinterest of the most expert surgeons with exten-
sive skill and experience in the older classification systems. A study 
published by Sadiqi et al. demonstrated lower reproducibility of the 
AOSpine classification among more experienced surgeons.22 Other 
studies reported moderate interobserver concordance, with great 
difficulty agreeing on the newer subtypes in particular.23-26 Our study 
had an interobserver concordance value of κ=0.06 for the AOSpine 
classification. There is no consensus around the κ values that ought 
to be considered acceptable for fracture classification systems, 
however, a value of κ>0.55 has been suggested.21

We recognize several limitations in our study, one up front being 
the different levels of training and familiarity with the two classification 

systems studied. We also understand that a classification system 
should be reproducible regardless of experience. The retrospective 
study was based only on radiographic images, reducing the reliability 
of the images presented, since the patterns of soft tissue lesions 
associated with the fractures may not be sufficiently depicted. On 
the other hand, it allowed the standardization of the sample to be 
maintained, eliminating any quality bias within the sample studied.

Our study collaborated with the reproducibility of the new AOSpine 
classification, since the moderate interobserver concordance results 
were similar to the results of the AO/Magerl classification. We attribute 
this fact to the routine use of the two classification systems analyzed 
and the considerable familiarity with using it in a reliable form. We were 
not surprised by the moderate reproducibility results because the team 
that analyzed the images was made up of a heterogeneous group 
of experienced surgeons and residents at different training levels.

CONCLUSIONS
The interobserver concordance of the new AOSpine classification 

is similar to that of the already established AO/Magerl classification, 
even among a heterogeneous group of evaluators. Our conclusion 
reinforces the reproducibility of the new AOSpine classification.
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